





Inquiry Through Dialogue : From the Contact Point
Between Philosophical Dialogue and Psychotherapy
NAKAMURA Mariko.KAKUTO Hiroshi
 In this article, philosophical dialogue and psychotherapy were arranged as a form of “inquiry 
through dialogue”. One’s experience accompanied by such a form of inquiry was examined using 
examples of philosophical dialogue and psychotherapy. It was suggested that “inquiry through dialogue” 
entailed consciousness of one’s thought, and a sense of “feeling it to be genuine”. In addition, dialogue 
with others seemed to help generate a feeling of difference from one’s own sense, and make one more 
conscious of “feeling it to be genuine”. It was conceivable that dialogue would clarify one’s thought and 
lead to new inquiry.
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る。S4 は S3 の発言の「争いがなければ平和な
のか」にずれを感じ、自分の「平和とは争いが
ないことである」という考えに気づいた。また、
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